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                	Software for attorneys, by attorneys

Start Your Free Trial Today
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                	Automate your legal forms with JurisDOC

Automate Your Legal Forms Today
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                	Make your law office more efficient by automating your documents and forms.

Start Your JurisDoc Trial Here
              

            

          

        

      
 
      

    

    
      
        
          
            
              
                JurisDOC : Automated Legal Form Assembly Software

              

              
                At JurisDOC, we know what automatic law document software needs to do to help a law firm.

                JurisDOC provides a comprehensive collection of forms and pleadings that cover more than 10 key areas of law including divorce, adoption, criminal defense, trusts and wills – the core cases that are the basis of most solo practices and small firms.

                Here at JurisDOC, we believe our automatic legal form and document assembly software can help your practice increase efficiency and profitability, but we’ll let you be the judge.

                Try JurisDOC for FREE

              

              Save Time, Save Money.

            

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
              
                
              

              
                Software

                

                Created by attorneys, for attorneys, our software allows you to collect, edit or add all the law forms you need to complete your casework.

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
              

              
                Downloads

                

                Download your free 7-day trial of JurisDOC today!

                

              

            

          

          
            
              
                
              

              
                Tutorials

                

                Use our comprehensive tutorials to learn everything from case creation to document editing.
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              5 Tips to Make Your Law Firm More Efficient

              Tags : document automationlaw firm managementtime management


              As the old saying goes, “Time is money,” and that’s especially true for attorneys and billable hours. Making your practice more efficient will ultimately make it more profitable, so it’s worth setting aside a little of that precious time to think about where your inefficiencies lie and what you can do to change them. Here
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              5 Reasons NOT to Start Your Own Practice

              Debating whether or not to start your own law firm? As I discussed in a previous post, there are a number of issues to consider when deciding whether or not to hang a shingle. You may have already decided that going out on your own is right move for you, but if you’re on the
Read More
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              5 Issues to Consider Before Starting Your Own Law Practice

              Tags : law firmlegal documentsmanagementsuccess


              You survived law school and passed the bar. You’ve been working at a law firm for some time now, and have recently been feeling vaguely unsatisfied with the job. Or maybe you were laid off and are trying to figure out the next step in your career. Whatever the reason, you’re considering hanging out your
Read More
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              3 Steps to Make Legal Document Assembly Software Pay Off

              Tags : law practicelegal softwaremarketing


              Imagine you are part of a small-to medium-sized law firm (for many of you that may be extremely easy) that is considering the implementation of document assembly software in your practice. What might on the top of your “must have” column when deliberating such a decision? Is it “a chance to be labeled an innovator?”
Read More
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              A Good Lawyer Is Not Enough

              Tags : businessgrowthlaw firmmanagement


              For many lawyers looking to run their own firms, taking the idea of a solo or partner practice and putting it into — well, practice — requires one part entrepreneurship, one part business acumen, and two parts patience to handle a transitional period that could take years. Bringing in the clients — and the money
Read More
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              4 Fundamentals for Managing a Law Office

              Tags : Administrationlaw firmmanagement


              Fellow lawyers, whether you are green around the ears or counting the days until retirement, the amount of time you spend in your law firm office probably rivals the hours you spend outside of it. How smoothly that office is maintained and how effectively the management is handled makes a huge difference in how content
Read More
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              Firing Law Firm Employees: Keep Your Humanity Intact

              Tags : employeesfiringhiringmanagement


              One of the most difficult tasks of running a law firm, or any business for that matter, is firing someone. There’s no easy way, and both sides — being let go or letting someone go — are very unpleasant. As uncomfortable as the situation might be, sometimes firing is unavoidable. Whether you must fire an associate attorney who
Read More
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              How Law Firms Hire for Success

              Tags : staffsuccess


              I’m sure you’ve heard the phrase “a chain is only as strong as its weakest link.” I can think of many situations that old adage applies to, including the process of successfully building and maintaining a staff for a small law firm. As a lawyer, you understand the process of research and negotiation to arrive
Read More
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              Why Good Legal Accounting Matters

              Tags : accounting softwarebillable hourslegal accounting


              I became a lawyer because I enjoy practicing law. But, as many who have opened their own law firms know, running a business means wearing a few different hats. And, one of the most uncomfortable hats you might wear is one of an accountant. Legal firms present unique challenges, even for professional accountants. One reason
Read More
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              Legal Document Automation: What’s Stopping You?

              Tags : attorneysdocument automationlegal services


              I tend to repeat certain phrases when I talk to people about legal document assembly software. Increased productivity. Time and money savings. Overall profitability. Because, after all the years I spent authoring and re-authoring pleadings and documents myself, the idea of using software is a no-brainer. Many of my fellow lawyers agree. The 2015 American Bar Association
Read More
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              Why Customer Service Should Matter to Law Firms

              Tags : legal softwaresalesSoftware Sales


              Fellow lawyers, here’s a quick question for you: If I were to ask your last few clients what most impressed them about your firm, what would they say? Would they marvel at your ability to put together a flawless legal brief? Would they sing the praises of the wording choices on your non-disclosure agreement? How
Read More
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              Civil Legal Aid…and Justice for Some

              Tags : attorneyslegal assistencelegal services


              The term “justice” can be found within the first few words of the Constitution, but for the 80% of low income individuals facing civil legal issues threatening their homes, jobs or families, it’s a concept that might be out of reach. Here’s a grim statistic: According to the U.S. Department of Justice, 63 million people
Read More
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              4 Reasons Lawyers Should NOT Do Pro Bono Work

              Tags : attorneysdocument automationlegal services


              To avoid any misunderstandings, let me start by saying that I believe that pro bono work is a good thing, and a mainstay of the legal profession (check out my last blog to learn why). Attorneys are in a unique position to make the legal system work for those who are desperately in need of
Read More
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              6 Reasons Lawyers Should Take on Pro Bono Work

              Tags : attorneysdocument automationlegal software


              It’s easy to pass on pro bono work when you’ve got a demanding caseload and are already working long hours. In your free time—you want to relax! But, before you stretch out on the backyard hammock or head to the idyllic vacation spot, consider these compelling reasons to do pro bono work, not the least
Read More
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              Good Client Service vs. Firm Profitability . . . Why Not Both?

              Tags : attorneysdocument automationlaw firms


              These days, clients are demanding better service for less. Providing good client service, however, does not have to come at the expense of your firm’s profitability. In fact, if approached properly, the two will go hand in hand. It’s all a matter of making smart changes. Value Pricing You probably already know where I’m headed with this:
Read More
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              5 Resolutions to Make 2016 a Knockout Year for Your Law Firm

              Tags : law firmlaw firm automationlaw practice


              2016 is right around the corner, and if you’re anything like me, you’re starting to think about your New Year’s resolutions. While you’re deliberating about how to better yourself, why not commit to making your firm better as well? The following resolutions will help your firm get off to a strong start in 2016, and I promise you’ll be
Read More
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              Out with a Bang: 6 Tips to Ending Strong in 2015

              Tags : law firm administrationlaw firmslaw practice


              The year is winding down, but as I’m sure you know, that doesn’t mean it’s time to slack off. The way you end 2015 will be a big factor in how you start 2016. Follow these tips to make sure you end this year on a high note. Take Stock How did 2015 go for your firm?
Read More
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              A Lawyer’s Tips to Staying Productive and Happy in the Holidays

              Tags : document automationlaw firmslaw practice


              The holiday season is once again approaching, along with the hubbub and disorder that inevitably accompany it. This time of year can be stressful enough with travel plans, gift shopping, and seeing your crazy relatives; the last thing you need is for work stress to pile on and turn you into a total Scrooge. To help keep the
Read More
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              Billable Hours Only Pay Off When You Actually Get Paid

              Tags : law firmslegal documentslegal services


              One of the most frustrating experiences as an attorney is when your client refuses to pay. You’ve put your blood, sweat and tears (or at least a significant amount of brain power) into their work, and now you’re not going to reap the reward. While there’s no way to 100% ensure that you get paid for the work
Read More
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              Build or Buy? How to Choose Legal Document Assembly Software

              Tags : law firmslegal documentslegal services


              One reason some law firms hesitate to start using document assembly software is because they don’t fully understand how it works. Better the devil you know than the devil you don’t, right? The problem with this thinking is that you end up missing out on an easy way to save money and make your processes
Read More
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              5 Tips to Make Your Law Firm More Efficient

              Tags : law firmslegal documentslegal services


              As the old saying goes, “Time is money,” and that’s especially true for attorneys and billable hours. Making your practice more efficient will ultimately make it more profitable, so it’s worth setting aside a little of that precious time to think about where your inefficiencies lie and what you can do to change them. Here
Read More
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              5 Reasons NOT to Start Your Own Practice

              Tags : law firmslaw practicelegal documents


              Debating whether or not to start your own law firm? As I discussed in a previous post, there are a number of issues to consider when deciding whether or not to hang a shingle. You may have already decided that going out on your own is right move for you, but if you’re on the
Read More
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              Apps & Automation: Is Your Law Firm Taking Advantage of Tech Trends

              Tags : document automationlaw practicelegal services


              To remain competitive in today’s business environment, law firms need to be aware of the technology trends impacting the field and understand how to leverage these trends to maximize their productivity and profits. These are some of the current trends in the field: E-Discovery: Predictive Coding Predictive coding is changing e-discovery document review by making
Read More
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              The ROI of Document Automation

              Tags : document automationlaw practicelegal documents


              Ever heard the saying sometimes you have to spend money in order to make money? In the case of document software, this couldn’t be more accurate. Yes, you’ll have to spend some money on the software, but what you end up saving as a result makes the software worth more than its weight in gold.
Read More
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              Making the Case for Document Automation

              Tags : document automationlaw practicelegal documents


              Automate, automate, automate! We’ve all heard it numerous times. As an attorney, it’s difficult to escape that word these days, especially when it comes to document assembly and creation. The knee-jerk reaction may be to say “I’ve gone without automation software all these years and have been doing just fine, thanks.” But there are legitimate
Read More
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              5 Issues to Consider Before Starting Your Own Law Practice

              Tags : formslaw practicelegal documents


              You survived law school, and you passed the bar. You’ve been working at a law firm for some time now, and have recently been feeling vaguely unsatisfied with the job. Or maybe you were laid off and are trying to figure out the next step in your career. Whatever the reason, you’re considering hanging out
Read More
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      What Our Clients Are Saying

      
        
          "We are thrilled with your program. Certainly, we have been most happy with the options, since every case has such different needs. We have been typing everything by hand a couple of months before we found your program. We have found the program to be easy to use, complete and well written."

          L. Carson

          Attorney

          Kansas City, MO.

        

        
          "I have a litigation support firm . . . . This is, by far, the best program I have found. Most are too expensive and still don’t have all of the requirements."

          J. Anderson

          President and CEO

          Serenity Legal Solutions

          Indianapolis, IN.
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